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FUNCTORIALITY OF PRINCIPAL BUNDLES AND CONNECTIONS
GUSTAVO AMILCAR SALDAN˜A MONCADA & GREGOR WEINGART
Abstract. One of the most important results in mathematical gauge theory is the as-
sociating between smooth left G–actions and smooth fiber bundles with complete general
connections. In this paper we will approach this fact from a functorial point of view. With
this, one can get a categorical equivalence for principal bundles with principal connections
and we will give a complete characterization of it when one use linear representations under
some topological conditions.
MSC 2010: 18F15; 55R35.
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1. Introduction
The study of principal bundles is one of the most important subjects in differential geometry;
for example the frame bundle of a Riemannian manifold reflects different ways to give an
orthonormal basis for tangent spaces. Principal bundles play a special role in theoretical
physics as well since all field theories are based in gauge theory
gtvp
[B],
dg
[RS]. Given a principal
G-bundle with a principal connection, to every smooth left G-action on a smooth manifold F
we can associate a fiber bundle with a complete general connection. Evenmore, to every linear
representation of G there is a vector bundle with a linear connection. Above mentioned is
important in physics, but from a mathematical point of view, this association is functorial;
in other words, taking a principal G–bundle over a smooth manifold M with a principal
connection, (ζ, ω), one can define association functors
Aˆ(ζ,ω) : GMF −→ FBMν
A(ζ,ω) : RepG −→ VBM∇
where GMF denotes the category of smooth left G–actions on manifolds, FBMν is the
category of fiber bundles over M with complete general connections, RepG is the category
of linear representations of G and VBM∇ is the category of vector bundles over M with
linear connections.
One of the most important contribution to the study of these kind of functors was made
by Nori Madhav V. in
nori
[N], but this paper was developed in the framework of algebraic
geometry. The purpose of this work is to show properties of Aˆ(ζ,ω) and A(ζ,ω), specifically
we will develop a differential geometric version of the first part1 of
nori
[N] considering principal
connections as well, that is, we will prove that the category of principal G–bundles with
principal connections is equivalent to the category of functors between GMF and FBMν
that satisfy certain properties. Also we will prove an equivalent statement for the category
Date: July 25, 2019.
1The second part of
nori
[N] is about the study of essentially finite vector bundles.
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of functors between RepG and VBM∇ and we going to give a characterization of the image
on objects and on morphisms of the functor A(ζ,ω) under some topological conditions on G
and M .
Talking about categories and functors always involves natural constructions and it provides
a common language. Despite of this, there are few works in differential geometry that try
to approach the subject in the framework of category theory, for example
nodg
[KMS],
jlee
[L] and
pt
[SM]. In particular this happens with mathematical gauge theory. The importance of this
paper lies in two notions. The first one is the fact that we get a categorical characterization
of principal bundles with principal connections. Moreover, this implies that the process to
relate fiber bundles or vector bundles with complete connections or linear connections to
principal bundles with principal connections is an intrinsic algebraic property. The second
one is that under topological conditions we know completely how A(ζ,ω) operates in objects
and morphisms, which is always useful for any functor. Evenmore this is important since,
for example one defines the spin bundle as the image of A(ζ,ω) using a spin structure as a
principal bundle (which does not always exist
spin
[LM]) and in quantum field theory, objects on
the image of this functor define Yang-Mills Models
dg
[RS].
Also, having an algebraic framework is always useful when we try to generalize the the-
ory, specially if one want to translate differential geometry into non-conmutative differential
geometry. An interesting way in research is verifying if all properties of Aˆ(ζ,ω) and A(ζ,ω)
exposed in this work have an analogous in the framework of non–conmmutative geometry,
particularly, in the line of research shown in
micho1
[D1],
micho2
[D2] and
micho3
[D3]. Getting a correct analogous
theory for these functors could mean that we are in presence of a really natural definition of
quantum bundles with quantum connections. Furthermore one can check, if this theory for
the functors implies a change in non–conmmutative Yang-Mills models or not.
To accomplish our purpose, this work consists of four sections. The second one is about
notation and basic concepts. The third one is about the functor Aˆ(ζ,ω) and the last one
is about A(ζ,ω). All our manifolds are Hausdorff, second–countable, smooths and finite
dimensional. All our bundles, (left and right) actions, maps and curves are smooth as well.
(G, ·, e) will always be a Lie group and we will denote by (g, [−,−]) its Lie algebra, where
[−,−] is the Lie bracket of g. In
pt
[SM] one can find a work similar to the one presented in
this paper, but using the parallel transport of a connection.
2. Notation and Basic Concepts
We will denote a principalG–bundle over a manifoldM as a quatrain ζ = (GM,M, πGM , ∗),
where (GM,M, πGM ) is a fiber bundle with total space GM , base space M (typical fiber G)
and bundle projection πGM , and ∗GM is the right G–action
∗ : GM ×G −→ GM, ( x , g ) 7−→ x g.
Given a principal G–bundle ζ we will denote the fiber of GM over a point p ∈ M by GpM .
The automorphism bundle of ζ is the Lie group bundle ζAut = (Aut GM,M, πAut) defined
by
Aut GM :=
⊔
p∈M
AutpGM
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with
AutpGM := {ψp : GpM −→ GpM | ψp is G–equivariant}
and the bundle projection πAut : AutGM −→M, ψp 7−→ p. In particular the automorphism
Lie group bundle comes along with a Lie algebra bundle ζaut = (autGM,M, πaut), where
autGM :=
⊔
p∈M
autpGM,
autpGM is the Lie algebra of AutpGM and the obvious bundle projection πaut.
Given a principal G–bundle ζ and a manifold F with a left G–action λ, we can define a
right action on GM ×F by means of
2.ec-1 (1) ⋆ : (GM ×F )×G −→ GM ×F , ( ( x , θ), g ) 7−→ ( x g , λ( g−1, θ ) ).
Considering the quotient FM by the action ⋆ (which is proper and free) on GM ×F , and
the map
πF : FM −→ M, [ x, θ ] 7−→ πGM(x),
one gets that ζλ := (FM,M, πF ) is a fiber bundle (with typical fiber F ) and it is usually
called the associated bundle of ζ with respect to λ. It is well known that if λα is the natural
left G–action on the vector space V inducded by a linear representation α : G −→ GL(V ),
then ζλα = (VM,M, πV ) is a vector bundle in a natural way.
2.1 Remark 2.1. Let Ψg : G −→ G be given by gˆ 7−→ ggˆg
−1. Ψg induces a canonical left
G–action Ψ on G and then ζΨ is isomorphic to ζAut as Lie group bundles. On the other
hand taking the adjoint representation on g, Adg := deΨg for all g ∈ G, we have that ζaut
is isomorphic as a Lie algebra bundle to ζAd. Clearly for F = G and µ(g, g
′) = g · g′ one
gets that ζµ is isomorphic to ζ as fiber bundles by the map [ x, g ] 7−→ x g.
Definition 2.2 (Principal Connections).pconex
There are at least three equivalent definitions of the concept of principal connections on a
principal G–bundle ζ, which we will be using indiscriminately in this article:
(1) A principal connection on ζ is a general connection (smooth choice of a horizontal
bundle with total space Hor GM ), νω, such that for all x ∈ GM and g ∈ G
dxrg( Horx GM ) = Horx g GM ,
where rg : GM −→ GM is given by rg(x) = x g.
(2) A principal connection on ζ is a g–valued 1–form ω on GM which satisfies
(a) ωx(X
ξ
x ) = ξ, where X
ξ
x ∈ TxGM is the fundamental vector at x of ξ ∈ g.
(b) For all g ∈ G, r∗gω = Adg−1 ◦ ω.
(3) A principal connection on ζ is a g–valued 1–form ω on GM which satisfies
ωx0 g0
( d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
xt gt
)
= Adg−10 ωx0
( d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
xt
)
+
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
g−10 gt
for all curves t 7−→ xt in GM and t 7−→ gt in G.
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We will denote a principal G–bundle with a principal connection by (ζ, ω). It can be proven
that all principal connections are complete. Thus, using ω it is posible define a complete
general connection νωλ on the induced bundle ζλ by means of the following diagram
nodg
[KMS]
diagram1 (2)
TGM × TF
(ρV )
ω × idF
−−−−−−−−−−→ Vert GM × TF
dρ
y 	 ydρ
TFM
(ρV )
ω
λ−−−−−−−−−−→ Vert FM
where dρ is the differential of the canonical proyection ρ of GM ×F into FM , (ρV )
ω is the
projection to the vertical bundle of GM and analogous to (ρV )
ω
λ . We will say that ν
ω
λ is the
connection induced by ω.
Definition 2.3 (Infinitesimal Actions).infact
Let consider a manifold F with a left G–action λ. Then λ induces an action
l : g × F −→ TF , ( ξ , θ ) 7−→
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
λ( exp( tξ ) , θ )
This action is known as the infinitesimal action associated to λ.
From this point until the end of the this section, we will assume that V is a K–vector space
(K = R or C) and α : G −→ GL(V ) is a finite dimensional linear representation of G.
Under these conditions it is easy to show that the induced connection is linear, so:
Definition 2.4 (Induced Linear Connections).indco
Let (ζ, ω) be a principal G–bundle with a principal connection and let ζλα be the associated
bundle of ζ with respect to λα. We define the induced linear connection of ω as ∇
ω =
(ρV )
ω
λα
◦ d.
Even more it is not difficult to prove that for every Y ∈ Γ(TM) and σ ∈ Γ(VM),
2.ec2 (3) (∇ωY σ )(p) = [ x , dxfσ(Xx) ],
where fσ ∈ C
∞(GM, V )Gα := {f : GM −→ V | f(x g) = λα(g
−1, f(x))} is such that
σ(p) = [ x, fσ(x) ] for all p ∈ M and Xx ∈ TxGM is an horizontal lift of Yp at some
x ∈ GpM with respect to ω. The following theorem is one of the most importants in Gauge
Theory and it will be useful at the end of this work.
Theorem 2.5 (Gauge Principle).gprince
Let (ζ, ω) be a principal G–bundle over M with a principal connection and let (ζλα,∇
ω) be
the associated vector bundle of ζ with respect to λα with the induced linear connection. Then
there exists gpmα , a linear isomorphism between Ω
m(M,VM) (VM–valued m–forms on M)
and ΩmHor(GM, V )
G
α (the space of all basic m–forms of type α on GM). Moreover, for each
m ∈ N0
D ◦ gpmα = gp
m+1
α ◦ d
∇ω ,
where d∇
ω
is the twisted exterior covariant derivative in Ωm(M,VM) associated to ∇ω and
D is the exterior covariant derivative in ΩmHor(GM, V )
G
α associated to ω.
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Proof. Considering the canonical projection map ρ : GM × V −→ VM , by construction,
ρx : V −→ VM given by ρx(v) = [ x , v ] is a diffeomorphism with its image, so let us define
fα : GM ×M VM −→ V, ( x , [ xˆ, v ] ) 7−→ ρ
−1
x ( [ xˆ, v ] ) = λα(xˆ
−1x, v),
where xˆ−1x denotes to the unique element of G such that x = xˆ xˆ−1x. It can be proven that
the map
gpmα : Ω
m(M, VM ) −→ ΩmHor(GM, V )
G
α , η 7−→ gp
m
α ( η ),
where
gpmα (η)x(X1, . . . , Xm ) := fα(x, (π
∗η)x(X1, . . . , Xm )),
for X1, . . . , Xm ∈ TxGM , is the desired linear isomorphism for each m ∈ N0
nodg
[KMS]. 
As an example of Theorem
gprince
2.5, if V = g and α = Ad, we know that ζAd is canonically
isomorphic to ζaut and by the last theorem we get that Ω
m(M, autGM ) is isomorphic to
ΩmHor(GM, g)
G
Ad for all m ∈ N0. With this in mind one can define R
ω := (gp2Ad)
−1(Ωω),
where Ωω is the curvature form of ω.
To finish this section, in the spirit of the last theorem we have
Proposition 2.6 (Action of Curvature).curv
Let R∇
ω
∈ Ω2(M,End(VM)) the curvature of ∇ω. Then gp2α(R
∇ω
σ ) = α∗(Ω
ω)(fσ) for any
σ ∈ Γ(VM), with α∗(Ω) ∈ Ω
2(GM, gl(V )) given by
α∗( Ω )x( Xx, X
′
x ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
α ( exp( tΩx(Xx, X
′
x ) ) )
for all Xx, X
′
x ∈ TxGM .
Proof. Since
D2µ = α∗(Ω
ω) ∧ µ, d∇
ω2
η = R∇
ω
∧ η,
for all µ ∈ ΩmHor(GM, V )
G
α and η ∈ Ω
m(M,VM), according to Theorem
gprince
2.5
gpm+2α (R
∇ω ∧ η) = gpm+2α (d
∇ω2η) = D2gpmα (η) = α∗(Ω
ω) ∧ gpmα (η).
In particular for 0–forms (sections), we have gp2α(R
∇ω ∧ σ) = gp2α(R
∇ω
σ ) = α∗(Ω
ω) ∧ fσ =
α∗(Ω
ω)(fσ). 
3. The functor Aˆ(ζ,ω)
This section is a smooth version of the first part of
nori
[N] in which we will considering
connections as well. The purpose is to show that all previous constructions are functorial
and develop them in this framework. First of all we are going to define FBF , ν as the
category of fiber bundles with typical fiber F and complete general connections. Objects
in this category will be denote as pairs (ζ, ν), where ζ = (FM,M, π) is a fiber bundle and
ν is a complete general connection on ζ . Morphisms in this category are pairs (F, f) such
that F is a map between the total spaces, f is a map between the base spaces, they satisfy
π2◦F = f ◦π1, where π1 and π2 are the bundle projections of the corresponding bundles, and
F preserves connections. These kind of morphisms are usually called bundle morphisms of
type II compatible with connections. Also we will define PBG,ω as the category of principal
G–bundles with principal connections. Morphism in this category are principal G–bundle
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morphisms of type II compatible with connections (that means F must be G–equivariant as
well).
Given an arbitrary category C, we will denote by Obj(C) the class of objects of C and
by Mor(C) the class of morphisms in C. Furthermore, given c1, c2 ∈ Obj(C), we going to
denote by MorC(c1, c2) the class of all morphisms in C between c1 and c2.
Theorem 3.1 (Nonlinear Association Functor).nlass
Given λ a left G–action on a manifold F , there exists a covariant functor between PBG, ω
and FBF , ν.
Proof. Given (ζi, ωi) ∈ Obj(PBG, ω) with ζi = (GMi,Mi, G, πi, ∗i) for i = 1, 2, let
(F, f) ∈ MorPBG, ω((ζ1, ω1), (ζ2, ω2)). Let us consider the fiber bundles with complete gen-
eral connections (ζiλ, ν
ωi
λ ), where ζiλ = (FMi,Mi, πiF ) for i = 1, 2; and the map
FF : FM1 −→ FM2, [ x , θ ] 7−→ [F (x), θ ].
We claim that (FF , f) ∈ MorFBF, ν(( ζ1λ, ν
ω1
λ ), ( ζ2λ, ν
ω2
λ )). Indeed, since F isG–equivariant,
we have that (F ◦ ∗1)(x, g) = ∗2(F (x), g) for all x ∈ GM1, g ∈ G, then
F × idF : GM1 ×F −→ GM2 ×F , ( x , θ ) 7−→ (F (x) , θ ),
satisfies
(F × idF ) ⋆1 ( ( x , θ ) , g ) = ⋆2((F × idF )( x , θ ) , g ),
where ⋆i is the action on GMi × F that gives rise to FMi, for i = 1, 2 (see Equation
2.ec-1
1).
Thus F × idF induces a well–defined map from FM1 to FM2 which is exactly FF . In other
words
GM1 ×F
F×idF−−−−−−−−−−→ GM2 ×F
ρ1
y 	 yρ2
FM1
FF−−−−−−−−−−→ FM2
By construction (FF , f) is a bundle morphism between ζ1λ and ζ2λ. Now we just need to
prove that this morphism is compatible with the connections. In fact, by diagram (
diagram1
2) we
know
Hor FMi = TFM − dρi(Vert GMi × TF ),
for i = 1, 2 and hence
dFF ( Hor FM1 ) ⊆ Hor FM2.
In this way one can obtain a covariant functor
Fλ : PBG,ω −→ FBF , ν
such that on objects is
Fλ(ζ, ω) = (ζλ, ν
ω
λ )
and on morphisms is
Fλ(F, f) = (FF , f).

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Given a Lie group (G, ·, e), one can take GMF, the category of left G–actions on manifolds.
Objects in GMF will be denoted by λ : G×F −→ F or just by λ. Also given a manifoldM ,
one can take FBMν , the category of fiber bundles overM with complete general connections.
We are thinking that all morphisms in FBMν are bundle morphisms of type II of the form
(F, idM). These kind of morphisms are known as bundle morphisms (of type I) compatible
with connections and we will denote them just by F .
Theorem 3.2 (Association Functor with Connection).asscon
Let (ζ, ω) be a principal G–bundle over M with a principal connection. Then there exists a
covariant functor between GMF and FBMν.
Proof. Let Tˆ ∈ Mor
GMF(λ1, λ2). Let us consider the fiber bundles with complete general
connections (ζλi, ν
ω
λi
), for i = 1, 2. In an analogous way to the previous theorem we can get
a well–defined map FTˆ given by
FTˆ : F1M −→ F2M, [ x , θ ] 7−→ [ x , Tˆ (θ) ]
and by construction and diagram (
diagram1
2) (in a similar way to Theorem
nlass
3.1) we obtain FTˆ ∈
MorFBMν ((ζλ1, ν
ω
λ1
), (ζλ2, ν
ω
λ2
)).
With this one can get a well-defined covariant functor
Aˆ(ζ,ω) : GMF −→ FBMν
such that on objects is
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λ) = (ζλ, ν
ω
λ )
and on morphisms is
Aˆ(ζ,ω)( Tˆ ) = FTˆ .

The functor Aˆ(ζ,ω) has many useful properties and in what follows and until the end of
this section we going to check some of them.
The proof of the each following four statements is trivial, if one considering our previous
constructions; therefore we will omit them. We will do a deeper study of properties 1, 2 and
4 in Proposition
assprop
3.3 in next section.
Proposition 3.3 (Properties of the Association Functor).assprop
Let (ζ, ω) be a principal G–bundle over M with a principal connection. Then
(1) If λtriv
F
: G×F −→ F is the trivial action of G on F , then Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λ
triv
F
) is canonically
isomorphic as a fiber bundle with connection to (ζ triv
F
, νtriv), where ζ triv
F
is the trivial
bundle (M × F ,M, projM) and ν
triv is the trivial connection on ζ triv
F
. Under this
identification, if Tˆ ∈ Mor
GMF(λ
triv
F1
, λtriv
F2
), then
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(Tˆ ) : M ×F1 −→ M ×F2, ( p , θ ) 7−→ ( p , Tˆ (θ) ).
(2) The actions of product functors on GMF and FBMν induce a canonical natural
isomorphism between Aˆ(ζ,ω) and itself.
(3) Aˆ(ζ,ω) preserves substructures.
(4) Aˆ(ζ,ω) is a faithful functor.
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Due to the fact that the isomorphisms in Proposition
assprop
3.3 are canonical, from this moment
until the end of this section, we are going to identify
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λ
triv
F ) with (ζ
triv
F , ν
triv)
and
A(ζ,ω)(λ1 × λ2) with (ζλ1 × ζλ2, ν
ω
λ1
× νωλ2).
Given a Lie group G and a manifold M , one can considering PBMG, ω, the category of
pricipal G-bundles over M with principal connections and principal G–bundle morphisms
compatible with connections.
The next property will be really useful for our purposes as we going to see at the end of
this section and at the end of the next one:
Proposition 3.4 (G–Principal Bundles and Association Functors).biybundass
Let (ζ, ω), (ζ ′, ω′) ∈ Obj(PBMG,ω). Then the bundles are isomorphic in PBMG,ω, if and
only if the functors Aˆ(ζ,ω), Aˆ(ζ′,ω′) are naturally isomorphic.
Proof. Let F ∈ MorPBMG,ω((ζ, ω), (ζ
′, ω′)) be an isomorphism. Given λ : G×F −→ F a
left G–action, one can consider Fλ, the functor defined in Theorem
nlass
3.1. Thus
Fλ(ζ, ω) = Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λ) = (ζλ, ν
ω
λ )
and
Fλ(ζ ′, ω′) = Aˆ(ζ′,ω′)(λ) = (ζ
′
λ, ν
ω′
λ ).
Also Fλ(F, idM) = (FF , idM) ∈ MorFBMν ((ζλ, ν
ω
λ ), (ζ
′
λ, ν
ω′
λ )) is an isomorphism. In this
way taking Tˆ ∈ Mor
GMF(λ1, λ2), one gets by construction
( ζλ1, ν
ω
λ1
)
F
Tˆ−−−−−−−−−−→ ( ζλ2, ν
ω
λ2
)
FF1
y 	 yFF2
( ζ ′λ1, ν
ω′
λ1
)
F ′
Tˆ−−−−−−−−−−→ ( ζ ′λ2, ν
ω′
λ2
)
where we have considered Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λi) = (ζλi, ν
ω
λi
), Aˆ(ζ,ω)(Tˆ ) = FTˆ , Aˆ(ζ′,ω′)(λi) = (ζ
′
λi
, νω
′
λi
),
Aˆ(ζ′,ω′)(Tˆ ) = F
′
Tˆ and F
λi(F, idM) = (FFi , idM) (for i = 1, 2). By the last diagram one can
define a natural transformation
F̂ : Aˆ(ζ,ω) −→ Aˆ(ζ′,ω′)
given by
F̂ (λ) = FF .
Since F̂ (λ) is an isomorphism of fiber bundles with connections for every λ ∈ Obj( GMF ),
the functors Aˆ(ζ,ω) and Aˆ(ζ′,ω′) are naturally isomorphic.
Reciprocally, if Aˆ(ζ,ω) and Aˆ(ζ′,ω′) are naturally isomorphic, taking
µ : G×G −→ G, ( g1 , g2 ) 7−→ g1 g2.
we get that Aˆ(ζ,ω)(µ) ∼= (ζ, ω) and Aˆ(ζ′,ω′)(µ) ∼= (ζ
′, ω′) (look at the end of Remark
2.1
2.1)
and the statement follows. 
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Let (H, ·, eH) be a Lie group and M a manifold. We can consider BMCH , the category
whose objects are bundle morphisms compatible with connections K between (ζ × ζ trivH , ν ×
νtriv) and (ζ, ν), where ζ = (FM,M, π) is a fiber bundle over M and ν is some complete
general connection on ζ ; and whose morphisms are bundle morphisms compatible with con-
nections k such that
F1M × H
K1−−−−−−−−−−→ F1M
k×idH
y 	 yk
F2M × H
K2−−−−−−−−−−→ F2M
.
Also one can define GMFH , the category whose objects are pairs (λleft, λright), where λleft :
G×F −→ F is a left action, λright : F ×H −→ F is a right action and they commute with
each other, for some manifold F ; and whose morphisms are maps G–equivariant by the left
and H–equivariant by the right at the same time. With this in mind we can formulate an
important property of Aˆ(ζ,ω).
3.5 Proposition 3.5. Let (ζ, ω) be a principal G–bundle over M with a principal connection,
λleft : G×F −→ F be a left G–action and let us suppose that (H, ·, eH) is a Lie group such
that there exists a right H–action λright : F ×H −→ F which conmutes with λleft. Taking
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λleft) = (ζλleft, ν
ω
λleft
),
then there exists a bundle morphism compatible with connections between
(ζλleft × ζ
triv
H , ν
ω
λleft
× νtriv) and (ζλleft, ν
ω
λleft
).
This construction induces a covariant functor A¯ from GMFH to BMCH .
Proof. Let
λtrivH : G × H −→ H, ( g , h ) 7−→ h.
Then λleft × λ
triv
H ∈ Obj( GMF ), so according with our previous identifications based on
Proposition
assprop
3.3
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λleft × λ
triv
H ) = ((FM ×H,M, πF ◦ projFM), ν
ω
λleft
× νtriv).
Begin that λright ∈ MorGMF(λleft × λ
triv
H , λleft), we get that
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λright) : FM ×H −→ FM
must be a bundle morphism compatible with connections.
Let f ∈ Mor
GMFH ((λleft, λright), (λ
′
left, λ
′
right)). In particular we get f ∈ MorGMF(λleft, λ
′
left)
and one can prove that f × idH ∈ MorGMF((λleft × λ
triv
H , λ
′
left × λ
triv
H ). Since idH ∈
Mor
GMF(λ
triv
H , λ
triv
H ) and
F ×H
λright
−−−−−−−−−−→ F
f×idH
y 	 yf
F ′ ×H
λ′right
−−−−−−−−−−→ F ′
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by Proposition
assprop
3.3 and the fact that Aˆ(ζ,ω) is a covariant functor, we can conclude that
FM ×H
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λright)
−−−−−−−−−−→ FM
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(f)×idH
y 	 yAˆ(ζ,ω)(f)
F ′M ×H
Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λ
′
right)
−−−−−−−−−−→ F ′M
,
where Aˆ(ζ,ω)(f) is compatible with the connections. In this way there exists a covariant
functor
nori
[N]
A¯ : GMFH −→ BMCH
such that on objects is
A¯ (λleft, λright) = Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λright)
and on morphisms is
A¯ (f) = Aˆ(ζ,ω)(f).

We have already seen some properties of Aˆ(ζ,ω) and in the next section we going to see other
properties of a restriction of it. Please note that in the proof of Proposition
3.5
3.5 we did not
use the explicit definition of Aˆ(ζ,ω), just Proposition
assprop
3.3. This is not just a coincidence as we
will see in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.6 (Natural Transformations).natra
Let
Fˆ : GMF −→ FBMν
be covariant functor such that
(1) Fˆ(λ) has typical fiber F if λ : G×F −→ F .
(2) Fˆ(λtriv
F
) is canonically isomorphic as fiber bundles with connections to (ζ triv
F
, νtriv)
(the trivial bundle with the trivial connection) and under this identification, if Tˆ ∈
Mor
GMF(λ
triv
1 , λ
triv
2 ), then
Fˆ(Tˆ ) : M × F1 −→ M ×F2, ( p , θ ) 7−→ ( p , Tˆ (θ) ).
(3) The actions of product functors on GMF and FBMν induce a canonical natural
isomorphism between Fˆ and itself.
Then there exists a unique (except by isomorphisms) (ζ, ω) ∈ Obj(PBMG,ω) such that Fˆ is
naturally isomorphic to Aˆ(ζ,ω).
Proof. Just like we did for Aˆ(ζ,ω), properties 2 and 3 allow us to identify
Fˆ(λtrivF ) with (ζ
triv
F , ν
triv)
and
Fˆ(λ1 × λ2) with Fˆ(λ1)× Fˆ(λ2).
For µ ∈ Obj(MFG ) with
µ : G × G −→ G, ( g1, g2 ) 7−→ g1 g2,
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let
Fˆ(µ) := (ζ, νω), where ζ := (GM, M, πGM ),
for some manifold GM (and typical fiber G by property 1). Taking
µtriv : G × G −→ G, ( g1 , g2 ) 7−→ g2,
by properties 2 and 3 one gets that
Fˆ(µ× µtriv) = ((GM ×G,M, πGM ◦ projGM), ν
ω × νtriv).
It is easy to check µ ∈ Mor
GMF(µ× µ
triv, µ), so one can define
∗ := Fˆ(µ) : GM × G −→ GM, ( x , g ) 7−→ x g
and it is a bundle morphism compatible with the connections. It follows
dxrg( Horx GM ) = Horx∗g GM,
where Hor GM is the horizontal bundle associated to νω and the map rg : GM −→ GM is
given by rg(x) = x g. Moreover, one can define ψ ∈ MorGMF(µ× µ
triv, µ× µ) by
ψ : G × G −→ G × G, ( g1 , g2 ) 7−→ ( g1 , µ(g1 , g2) ) = ( g1 , g1 g2 ).
Thus by property 3 one can verify that
Fˆ(ψ) : GM × G −→ GM ×M GM, ( x , g ) 7−→ ( x , x g )
gives to ζ structure of principal G-bundle. Moreover with this structure νω is a principal
connection on ζ .
Let λ : G×F −→ F be a left G-action on F . We can take
Fˆ(λ) = (ζˆ , νˆ) and Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λ) = (ζλ, ν
ω
λ ),
where
ζˆ = (F̂M,M, πˆF ) and ζ(λ,F ) = (FM,M, πF ),
for some manifold F̂M . Also we can consider left G–actions on G×F
σleft1 : G× (G×F ) −→ G×F ,
σleft2 : G× (G×F ) −→ G×F ,
( g1 , ( g2 , θ ) ) 7−→ ( g1 g2 , θ )
( g1 , ( g2, θ ) ) 7−→ ( g1 g2 , λ(g1, θ) )
and right G-actions on G×F
σright1 : (G×F )×G −→ G×F ,
σright2 : (G×F )×G −→ G×F ,
( ( g1 , θ ) , g2 ) 7−→ ( g1 g2 , λ(g
−1
2 , θ) )
( ( g1 , θ ) , g2 ) 7−→ ( g1 g2 , θ ).
Then σlefti conmutes with σrighti, so (σlefti, σrighti) ∈ Obj( GMFG ) for i = 1, 2. Even more
f : G × F −→ G × F , ( g , θ ) 7−→ ( g , λ(g , θ) )
is an isomorphism in GMFG between (σleft1, σright1) and (σleft2, σright2). Due to Fˆ satisfying
Proposition
3.5
3.5 (with an anlogous proof), if F is the functor between GMFG and BMCG
induced by Fˆ, we get that
F(f) = Fˆ(f)
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is a fiber bundle isomorphism compatible with the connections such that
diagram2 (4)
(GM ×F )×G
⋆
−−−−−−−−−−→ GM ×F
Fˆ(f)×idG
y 	 yFˆ(f)
(GM ×M F̂M)×G
⋆ˆ
−−−−−−−−−−→ GM ×M F̂M
where Fˆ(σright1) = ⋆ (see equation (
2.ec-1
1)) and Fˆ(σright2) = ⋆ˆ, with
Fˆ(σright2) : (GM ×M F̂M ) × G −→ GM ×M F̂M
given by ( ( x , θˆ ), g ) 7−→ ( x g , θˆ ). The quotient of GM × F by the action ⋆ is FM and
the connection induced by νω × νtriv on ζλ is exactly ν
ω
λ . Since ⋆ˆ is a proper free action, its
quotient GM ×M F̂M/G, is a manifold and one can show that
zλ : GM ×M F̂M/G −→ F̂M, [ x , θˆ ] 7−→ θˆ,
is an isomorphisms between
((GM ×M F̂M/G,M, π⋆ˆ), ν⋆ˆ) and (ζˆ , νˆ),
where
π⋆ˆ : GM ×M F̂M/G −→ M, [ x, θˆ ] 7−→ πGM(x)
and ν⋆ˆ is the connection induced by ν
ω× νˆ. Finally the commutative diagram
diagram2
4 tells us that
Fˆ(f) factors through the quotient. Thus denoting by [Fˆ(f)] the map on quotients induced
by Fˆ(f), we get that
Zλ = zλ ◦ [Fˆ(f)]
is an isomorphism between Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λ) = (ζλ, ν
ω
λ ) and Fˆ(λ) = (ζˆ , νˆ). By properties 2, 3 and
the fact that Fˆ is a covariant functor, it can be proven that
nt : Aˆ(ζ,ω) −→ Fˆ
given by
nt(λ) = Zλ,
is actually a natural transformation and since for every λ ∈ Obj(MFG ), nt(λ) is an
isomorphism, we conclude that Fˆ is naturally isomorphic to Aˆ(ζ,ω). Acoording to Propositionbiybundass
3.4 (ζ, ω) is unique except by isomorphisms
nori
[N]. 
There is a little problem with Theorem
natra
3.6, because, if λ is given by a linear representation,
then we know that Aˆ(ζ,ω)(λ) has a natural structure of vector bundle with a linear connection,
but in general Fˆ(λ) may not have this structure and the morphism [Fˆ(f)] may not be a vector
bundle morphisim. This problem will be solved in next section.
Let us denote by ĈFUN the category whose objects are of all covariant functors between
GMF and FBMν that satisfy hypotesis of Theorem
natra
3.6 and whose morphisms are natural
transformations nt such that
(1) nt(λtriv
F
) = idM×F .
(2) nt(λ1 × λ2) = nt(λ1)× nt(λ2).
3.7 Theorem 3.7. PBMG, ω is equivalent to ĈFUN.
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Proof. The theorem follows from all our results, if we define the covariant functor
Aˆ : PBMG,ω −→ ĈFUN
such that on objects it is
Aˆ (ζ, ω) = Aˆ(ζ,ω)
and on morphisms it is
Aˆ (F ) = F̂ ,
where F̂ is the natural transformation defined in Proposition
biybundass
3.4; and the covariant functor
Aˆ
−1 : ĈFUN −→ PBMG, ω
such that on objects it is
Aˆ
−1(Fˆ) = Fˆ(µ)
(with the structure of principal G–bundle shown in Theorem
natra
3.6) and on morphisms it is:
Aˆ
−1(nt) = nt(µ).

Of course there are analogous results to those shown in this section, if one forgets the
connections, i. e. for the functor Aˆζ : GMF −→ FBM.
4. The functor A(ζ,ω)
In this section we going to restrict us to just consider G–actions induced by linear represen-
tations of G. With this restriction arises more properties that we will analyze, in particular,
we going to give a characterization on objects and on morphisims under certain topological
conditions. We will denote by RepG the category of finite dimensional linear representations
of G and we going to represent objects in RepG as α : G −→ GL(V ) or just by α. Given a
manifold M , VBM∇ will be the category of vector bundles over M with linear connections
(considering both categories over the same field: R or C). Morphisms in VBM∇ are vector
bundle morphisms compatible with connections.
4.1 Theorem 4.1. Let (ζ, ω) be a principal G–bundle with a principal connection. Then there
exists a covariant functor between RepG and VBM∇.
Proof. We know that a linear representation α of G on V induces in a natural way a left
G–action λα : G × V −→ V and in this case, the associated bundle is a vector bundle in
a canonical way and the induced connection is linear (see Definition
indco
2.4). Thus the desired
functor is just Aˆ restricted, i. e.
A(ζ,ω) : RepG −→ VBM∇
given by
A(ζ,ω)(α) = (ζλα,∇
ω)
and
A(ζ,ω)(T ) = FT .

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The first and third part of Proposition
assprop
3.3 are true for A(ζ,ω) as well considering the trivial
linear connection and subrepresentations respectively.
Let H be a proper Lie subgroup of G, (ζ, ω) a principal G–bundle with a principal con-
nection and let ζH = (HM,M,H, π|HM , ∗|HM×H) be a parallel reduction of ζ with respect
to ω. Let us consider a non–trivial linear representation of G
α : G −→ GL(V ),
such that α|H is the trivial representation of H on V . Then one can prove that A(ζ,ω)(α) =
(ζλα,∇
ω) is canonically isomorphic to the trivial vector bundle with trivial linear connection,
although α is not trivial. This prove that the reciprocal statement of the first part of
Proposition
assprop
3.3 is not true. As a corollary we get
4.2 Proposition 4.2. In general A(ζ,ω) is not injective in objects and hence Aˆ(ζ,ω) is neither.
Of course the fourth part of Proposition
assprop
3.3 is still true for A(ζ,ω). Surjectivity on objects
and on morphisims will be checked later. For now it is important to remember that in
RepG and VBM∇ have defined more smooth endofunctors and endobifunctors than just
product functors. A(ζ,ω) satisfies an analogous statement to the second part of Propositionassprop
3.3 (remember that in the context of RepG and VBM∇, the product becomes in direct sum
and Whitney sum, respectively). Even more
Proposition 4.3 (Action of Endofunctors).endof
Every endofunctor or endobifunctor acting on the category of vector spaces that has an ex-
tension to RepG and VBM∇ induces a natural isomorphism between A(ζ,ω) and itself.
Proof. The proof follows by our previous constructions just like the proof of Proposition
assprop
3.3.
Despite of this and since we will work explicitly with Hom–bundles later, we are going to
prove this proposition for Hom on objects.
Let αi : G −→ GL(Vi) be a linear representation of G, for i = 1, 2. These representations
induce in a natural way a linear representation of G on the vector space Hom(V1, V2), namely
αHom : G −→ GL(Hom(V1, V2)), given by
αHom(g) : Hom( V1, V2 ) −→ Hom( V1, V2 ), T 7−→ αHom(g)T,
where
αHom(g)T : V1 −→ V2, v 7−→ α2(g) T α1(g
−1) v.
Let us consider A(ζ,ω)(αHom) = (ζλHom ,∇
ω
Hom).
On the other hand taking A(ζ,ω)(αi) = (ζλαi ,∇
ω
i ) for i = 1, 2 we will consider the
homomorphism bundle ζHom = (Hom(V1M,V2M),M, πh) from ζλα1 to ζλα2 . The connections
∇ωi for i = 1, 2 induce a linear connection on ζHom
Hom∇Y φ ∈ Γ(Hom(V1M,V2M)) = Hom(Γ(V1M),Γ(V2M))
(with Y ∈ Γ(TM) and φ ∈ Γ(Hom(V1M,V2M))), given by
(Hom∇Y φ)(s) = ∇
ω
2Y φ(s) − φ(∇
ω
1Y s),
where s ∈ Γ(V1M). Thus we get that (ζHom,
Hom∇) is a vector bundle with a linear connec-
tion. Let us define
F˜ : Hom( V1, V2 )M −→ Hom( V1M, V2M ), [ x , T ] 7−→ Tx,
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where Hom(V1, V2)M is the total space of ζλαHom and
Tx : V1pM −→ V2pM, [ x1, v ] 7−→ [ x , Tα1((x
−1
1 x)
−1)v ],
with x ∈ GpM and where x
−1
1 x denotes the unique element of G such that x = x1 x
−1
1 x. An
easy calculation using Equation
2.ec2
3 shows that F˜ ∈ MorVBM∇((ζλHom,∇
ω
Hom), (ζHom,
Hom∇))
is an ismorphism and proposition follows. 
Also A(ζ,ω) preserves associativity and commutativity of the endofunctors that have one
of this property (or both) and the proof follows from defintion of A(ζ,ω). Using Propositionassprop
3.3 we get that
4.4 Proposition 4.4. A(ζ,ω) is an exact functor.
Given (ζ, ω) a principal G-bundle with a principal connection, let us consider two linear
representations of G, αi : G 7−→ GL(Vi) and A(ζ,ω)(αi) = (ζλαi ,∇
ω
i ) for i = 1, 2. Then
taking
αHom : G −→ GL(Hom(V1, V2)),
we get T ∈ MorRepG(α1, α2), if and only if αHom(g)T = T for all g ∈ G, i. e.
MorRepG(α1, α2) = Hom(V1, V2)
G
:= { T ∈ Hom(V1, V2) | αHom(g)T = T for all g ∈ G }
= HomG(V1, V2)
= { T ∈ Hom(F1,F2) | T is G equivariant }.
Clearly Hom(V1, V2)
G is a subspace, on which G acts trivially, so we have a subrepresentation
of αHom
ec.5 (5) αHomG : G −→ GL( Hom(V1, V2)
G )
which is trivial. Since A(ζ,ω) satisfies Proposition
assprop
3.3, ζλ
HomG
is a trivializable vector subbun-
dle of ζλHom such that ∇
ω
HomG
is just ∇ωHom restricted to its sections and it is the trivial linear
connection under this trivialization, where
A(ζ,ω)(αHomG) = (ζλHomG ,∇
ω
HomG
)
and
A(ζ,ω)(αHom) = (ζλHom ,∇
ω
Hom).
Also we know that according to Proposition
endof
4.3, A(ζ,ω)(αHom) is canonically isormorphic
to (ζHom,
Hom∇) as vector bundles with linear connections. Identifying them, let us denote
(ζλ
HomG
,∇ω
HomG
) by (ζHomG,
HomG ∇). According with definition of the isomorphism F˜ defined
in the proof of Proposition
endof
4.3 and denoting by Hom(V1M,V2M)
G the total space of the
bundle ζHomG , every element of it is a linear map
Tx : V1pM −→ V2pM
given by (supposing x ∈ GpM and g1 ∈ G such that x = x1 g1)
Tx[ x1 , v ] = [ x , Tα1(g
−1
1 )v ] = [ x , α2(g
−1
1 )Tv ]
= [ x g−11 , T v ] = [ x1 , T v ].
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Also, if an element Tx ∈ Hom(V1M,V2M) satisfies Tx[ x1 , v ] = [ x1 , vˆ ] for all x1 ∈ GpM ,
then Tx induces an element T ∈ Hom(V1, V2)
G given by Tv = vˆ and therefore Tx ∈
Hom(V1M,V2M)
G.
It is easy to check that there is a canonical bijection between the set of parallel sections of
ζHom, Γparallel(Hom(V1M,V2M)), and the set of morphismsMorVBM∇(A(ζ,ω)(α1),A(ζ,ω)(α2)).
Begin that F˜ is an isomorphism, it is clear that there is a natural bijection between morphism
from A(ζ,ω)(α1) to A(ζ,ω)(α2) of the form A(ζ,ω)(T ) for some T ∈ MorRepG(α1, α2) and
Γparallel(Hom(V1M,V2M)
G). All of these tell us that the functor A(ζ,ω) is not always a full
functor since in general
Γparallel(Hom(V1M,V2M)) 6= Γparallel(Hom(V1M,V2M)
G)
and in consequence, Aˆ(ζ,ω) is neither. Despite of this, we will find conditions on (ζ, ω) result-
ing in A(ζ,ω) to be a full functor. First of all let us notice that given ζ = (GM,M, π, ∗) a prin-
cipal G–bundle over a connected base space M and given ω a principal connection on ζ , one
can always get a parallel reduction of ζ with respect to ω, ζH = (HM,M, π|HM , ∗|HM×H),
where H is the Lie subgroup of G given by cl(Fx(Hol
ω
p )) for a fixed x ∈ GpM , with cl the
closure operator, Holωp the holonomy group of M at p with respect to ω and Fx the Lie group
isomorpshim given by
ec.6 (6) Fx : Autp(GM ) −→ G, ψp 7−→ x
−1 ψp(x),
with x−1ψp(x) the unique element of G such that xx
−1ψp(x) = ψp(x). Taking a linear
representation of G, α : G −→ GL(V ), we can define
V H := { v ∈ V | α(h)v = v for all h ∈ H }
and so
ec.7 (7) αH : H −→ GL( V
H ), h 7−→ α(h)|V H
is a trivial representation.
4.5 Proposition 4.5. The bundle A(ζH ,ω|THM )(αH) = (ζλαH ,∇
ω|THM ) does not depend on the
choice of the element H ∈ [ cl Holωp ] in the creation of parallel reduction ζH.
Proof. For the time being H˜ ∈ [cl Holωp ] will denote the closure of the holonomy group
of the connection ω. Let us consider A(ζ
H˜
,ω|
TH˜M
)(αH˜) = (ζλα
H˜
,∇ω|TH˜M ). We know that
H˜ = g−1 ·H · g, so we have ζH˜ = (HM ∗ g,M, π|H˜M , ∗|H˜M×H˜). Therefore
V H˜ := { v ∈ V | α(h˜)v = v for all h˜ ∈ H˜ } =
{ v ∈ V | α(g)v ∈ V H }.
We will denote by V HM and V H˜M the total spaces of the bundles ζλαH and ζλαH˜
, respectively.
Thus taking [ y˜ , v ] ∈ V H˜M there exists some y ∈ HM such that [ y˜ , v ] = [ y g , v ] =
[ y , α(g)v ] with α(g)v ∈ V H (because v ∈ V H˜), hence [ y˜ , v ] ∈ V HM . Conversely,
if [ y , v ] ∈ V HM , then there exists some v′ ∈ V H˜M such that [ y , v ] = [ y , α(g)v′ ]
= [ y g , v′] = [ y˜ , v′ ] for some y˜ ∈ HM ∗ g, then [ y , v ] ∈ V H˜M and hence V H˜M =
V HM . 
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4.6 Proposition 4.6. ζλαH is the maximal vector subbundle of ζλα such that ∇
ω is trivial on its
sections, where A(ζ,ω)(α) = (ζλα,∇
ω).
Proof. By definition of αH and since (ζH , ω|THM) is a principal H–subbundle with principal
connection of (ζ, ω), one can get that (ζλαH ,∇
ω|THM ) is a vector subbundle with linear con-
nection of (ζλα,∇
ω) (i. e. ∇ω|THM is just ∇ω restricted). In order to prove that ∇ω is trvial
on this subbundle and it is maximal with this property, we going to verify if σ ∈ Γ(VM) is
a parallel section, then σ takes values on V HM , where V HM is the total space of ζλαH and
VM is the total space of ζλα. Let σ ∈ Γparallel(VM) and q ∈ M . Given c : [0, 1] −→ M a
curve with c(0) = q, we can consider the parallel transports on (ζλα,∇
ω) and on (ζH , ω|THM)
P∇
ω
c (− , t ) : VqM −→ Vc(t)M, y 7−→ c
H
y
∇ω
( t ),
Pc(− , t ) : HqM −→ Hc(t)M, y 7−→ c
H
y ( t ).
One can always choose y ∈ HqM such that σ(q) = [ y , v ] (for some v ∈ V ) and it is
connected with x by some horizontal lift of a curve c′ : [0, 1] −→ M with c′(0) = p and
c′(1) = q. We get that for all t
[Pc( y , t ) , v ] = P
∇ω
c ( σ(q) , t ) = σ(c(t)),
where the last equality is because σ is parallel. In particular this happens for t = 1. For any
h ∈ H = cl(Fy(Hol
ω
q )) there exists γ : [0, 1] −→ M loop at q such that P
ω
γ ( y , 1 ) = y h,
where P ωγ is the parallel transport on ζ with respect to ω, so it follows
[ y , v ] = σ(q) = σ(γ(0)) = σ(γ(1)) = [ y h , v ] = [ y , α(h)v ].
This implies that v = α(h)v for all h ∈ H , so v ∈ V H and therefore σ(q) = [ y , v ] ∈
V HM . 
With all these we have
4.7 Proposition 4.7. Let (ζ, ω) be a principal G-bundle over a connected manifold M with
principal connection. If H = cl(Fx(Hol
ω
p )) = G for a fixed x ∈ GpM , then A(ζ,ω) is a full
functor.
Proof. Let αi : G −→ GL(Vi) be a linear representation and one can take of G and
A(ζ,ω)(αi) = (ζλi,∇
ω
i ) for i = 1, 2. Also let us consider αHom : G −→ GL(Hom(V1, V2)).
Since H = G, then αHomH = αHomG (see Equations
ec.5
5,
ec.7
7), so according to Proposition
4.6
4.6, we get that (ζHomG ,
HomG∇) is the maximal vector subbundle of (ζHom,
Hom∇) such that
Hom∇ is trivial on its sections (doing the necessary identifications). But this implies that all
parallel sections of ζHom take values on Hom(V1M,V2M)
G, the total space of ζHomG . Thus
Γparallel(Hom(V1M,V2M)) = Γparallel(Hom(V1M,V2M)
G)
and hence the proposition follows. 
The next proposition answers the question, whether A(ζ,ω) is surjective on objects, at least
under topological constraints.
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4.8 Proposition 4.8. Let M be a simply connected manifold and let (ζ, ω) be a principal G–
bundle over M with a principal connection, with G a simply connected Lie group. If ζ̂ =
(V̂ M,M, π̂) is a vector bundle and ∇̂ is a linear connection on ζ̂, then (ζ̂ , ∇̂) is canonically
isomorphic as a vector bundle with a linear connection to an object in the image of A(ζ,ω), if
and only if there exists a bilinear map
Ξ : gM ⊗ V̂ M −→ V̂ M,
where gM is the total space of ζAd, with A(ζ,ω)(Ad) = (ζAd,
g∇ω) (using Equation
ec.6
6 one can
prove that ζAd is canonically isomorphic to ζaut = (autGM ,M, πaut) as Lie algebra bundles),
which satisfies
(1) For each p ∈ M , Ξp : gpM ⊗ V̂pM −→ V̂pM satisfies
Ξp([x, [ξ1, ξ2]]⊗ vˆ) = Ξp([x, ξ1]⊗ Ξp([x, ξ2]⊗ vˆ))
− Ξp([x, ξ2]⊗ Ξp([x, ξ1]⊗ vˆ)),
where [−,−] is the Lie bracket of g and V̂pM = π̂
−1(p)
(2)
∇Y Ξ(χ⊗ s) = Ξ(
g∇ωY χ⊗ s) + Ξ(χ⊗∇Y s),
where Y ∈ Γ(TM), χ ∈ Γ(gM), s ∈ Γ(VM) and Ξ(χ ⊗ s), Ξ(g∇ωY χ ⊗ s), Ξ(χ ⊗
∇Y s) ∈ Γ(VM) are just the composition of the corresponding sections with Ξ.
(3) The action of the curvature R∇̂ ∈ Ω2(M,End(V̂ M)) of the connection ∇̂ can be
written in the form R∇̂s = Ξ(R
ω ⊗ s ) for any s ∈ Γ(V̂ M), where Rω is defined
above of Proposition
curv
2.6.
Proof. Let us suppose that A(ζ,ω)(α) = (ζλα,∇
ω) ∼= (ζ̂ , ∇̂) for some α : G −→ GL(V ). It is
enough to prove the statement for (ζλα,∇
ω).
(1) Since V is a vector space, the infinitesimal action lα associated to the action λα (see
Definition
infact
2.3) has image on V . Also let us remark that lα is G–equivariant (with
respect to Ad and α). In this way lα induces
Ξ : gM ⊗ VM −→ VM
such that in the basic terms is given by
[xˆ, ξ]⊗ [x, v] 7−→ [x, lα(Adg(ξ), v)],
with xˆ = x g. Since α is a linear representation, we know that its differential at e
is a Lie algebra representation, which is the map ξ 7−→ (v 7−→ lα(ξ, v)), so together
with the structure on the fibers, it follows that Ξ is bilinear and for each p ∈ M , Ξp
meets all requirements.
(2) Let Y ∈ Γ(TM), χ ∈ Γ(gM), σ ∈ Γ(VM). By Theorem
gprince
2.5 for m = 0, we know
that σ(p) = [x, fσ(x)], χ(p) = [x, fχ(x)] for all p ∈ M and some x ∈ GpM . This
implies that for the map
fΞ : GM −→ F , x 7−→ lα( fχ(x) , fσ(x) ),
we have (Ξ(χ⊗ σ))(p) = [x, fΞ(x)]. By equation (
2.ec2
3)
(∇ωY Ξ(χ⊗ σ))(p) = [x, dxfΞ(Xx)],
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(Ξ(g∇ωY χ⊗ σ))(p) = Ξ([x, dxfχ(Xx)]⊗ [x, fσ(x)])
= [x, lα(dxfχ(Xx), fσ(x))],
(Ξ(χ⊗∇ωY s))(p) = Ξ([x, fχ(x)]⊗ [x, dxfσ(Xx)])
= [x, lα(fχ(x), dxfσ(Xx))],
with Xx the horizontal lift of Yp at x. But by the chain rule we conlclude ∇
ω
Y Ξ(χ⊗
σ) = Ξ(g∇ωY χ⊗ σ) + Ξ(χ⊗∇
ω
Y σ).
(3) By Proposition
curv
2.6, R∇
ω
σ = (gp
2
α)
−1(α∗(Ω
ω)(fσ)) for all σ ∈ Γ(VM). But according
to Theorem
gprince
2.5
(gp2α )
−1(α∗(Ω
ω)(fσ))p(Y1, Y2) = [x, α∗(Ω
ω)(fσ)x(X1, X2)]
= [x, λα(Ω
ω
x(X1, X2), fα(x))]
= Ξ([x,Ωωx(X1, X2)]⊗ [x, fσ(x)])
= Ξ(Rωp (Y1, Y2)⊗ σ(p)),
with Y1, Y2 ∈ TpM . Hence R
∇ω
σ = Ξ(R
ω ⊗ σ) for all σ ∈ Γ(VM).
Reciprocally let us suppose that there exist a map
Ξ̂ : gM ⊗ V̂ M −→ V̂ M
which satisfies the 3 points. For a fixed x ∈ GM with πGM (x) = p, let us consider the
Lie group isomorphism Fx defined in equation (
ec.6
6). Together with Ξ̂p one gets a Lie algebra
representation of g
α̂x : g × V̂pM −→ V̂pM, ( ξ, v ) 7−→ Ξ̂p( deF
−1
x (ξ) ⊗ v ) = Ξ̂p( [ x, ξ ]⊗ v ),
Since G is simply connected, there exists a unique linear representation of G,
αx : G× V̂pM −→ V̂pM,
such that deα
x = α̂x, considering αx (α̂x) as a map from G (or g) toGL(V̂pM) (or gl(V̂pM)).
Let us consider
A(ζ,ω)(α
x) = (ζλαx ,∇
ω)
and we will denote by VM its total space. In order to prove the statement it is enough to
prove that there exists a parallel section of the Hom-bundle ϕ ∈ Γparallel( Hom(VM, V̂ M) )
which is a linear isomorphism at one and hence at every point of M , where VM is the total
space of ζλαx . As we have already seen, there is a map
Ξ : gM ⊗ VM −→ VM
which satisfies the three points of our hypothesis. Let us define
HomgM (VM, V̂ M) :=
⊔
q ∈M
HomgqM( VqM, V̂pM )
with
HomgqM(VqM, V̂pM) := { T ∈ Hom( VqM, V̂qM )|T is gqM equivariant },
where we are denoting by VpM the fiber on VM at p. HomgM(VM, V̂ M) is the total space
of a vector subbundle ζHomgM of the Hom-bundle ζHom = (Hom(VM, V̂ M),M, πh). In fact
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taking 〈−,−〉 a Riemannian metric on M , for any q ∈ M , there exists Uq, a star-shaped
open set at 0 ∈ TqM , such that the maps
ΦV̂ M : expq(Uq ) × V̂qM −→ π̂
−1( expq(Uq ) ), ( p˜ , v ) 7−→ P
∇̂
cYq
( v , 1 )
ΦgM : expq(Uq ) × gqM −→ π
−1
g ( expq(Uq ) ), ( p˜ , ξ ) 7−→ P
g∇ω
cYq
( ξ , 1 )
ΦVM : expq(Uq ) × VqM −→ π
−1
V ( expq(Uq ) ), ( p˜ , v ) 7−→ P
∇ω
cYq
( v , 1 ),
are diffeomorphisms, where expq(Yq) = p˜, c
Yq(t) = expq(tYq) and P
∇̂
cYq
(−, t), P
g∇ω
cYq
(−, t),
P∇
ω
cYq
(−, t) are the parallel transports along cYq on (ζ̂ , ∇̂), (ζAd,
g∇ω) and (ζλαx ,∇
ω) respec-
tively. By construction all these maps are linear, if we fix p˜. Using point 2 of our hypothesis
we get that for all t
gqM ⊗ V̂qM
P
g
∇
ω
c
Yq
(−,t)⊗P ∇̂
c
Yq
(−,t)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ gc(t)M ⊗ V̂c(t)M
Ξ̂q
y 	 yΞ̂c(t)
V̂qM
P ∇̂
c
Yq
(−,t)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ V̂c(t)M
gqM ⊗ VqM
P
g
∇
ω
c
Yq
(−,t)⊗P∇
ω
c
Yq
(−,t)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ gc(t)M ⊗ Vc(t)M
Ξ̂q
y 	 yΞ̂c(t)
VqM
P∇
ω
c
Yq
(−,t)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Vc(t)M
Thus one can obtain a map
ΦHomgM : expq(Uq ) × HomgpM( VpM, V̂pM ) −→ π
−1
h ( expq(Uq ) )
given by
( p˜ , T ) 7−→ ΦV̂ Mp˜ ◦ fp˜(T ) ◦ ( Φ
VM
p˜ )
−1,
where fp˜(T ) = P
∇̂
c
−1
(−, 1) ◦ T ◦ P∇
ω
c (−, 1), with c : [0, 1] −→ M a curve on M such
that c(0) = q, c(1) = p and it is given by the composition of curves cYq . By the last
two diagrams πh
−1(expq(Uq)) ⊆ HomgM (VM, V̂ M). This implies that ζHomgM with total
space HomgM(VM, V̂ M) is a subbundle of ζHom. On the other hand, given a section φ ∈
Γ(HomgM (VM, V̂ M) ), by the hypothesis 2 for Ξˆ and Ξ
Ξ̂(χ⊗ (Hom∇Y φ)(σ)) = Ξ̂(χ⊗ ∇̂Y φ(σ)) − Ξ̂(χ⊗ φ(∇
ω
Y σ))
= ∇̂Y (Ξ̂(χ⊗ φ(σ))) − Ξ̂(
g∇ωχ⊗ φ(σ)) − φ(Ξ(χ⊗∇ωY σ))
= ∇̂Y φ(Ξ(χ⊗ σ)) − φ(Ξ(
g∇ωχ⊗ σ)) − φ(Ξ(χ⊗∇ωY σ))
= ∇̂Y φ(Ξ(χ⊗ σ)) − φ(∇
ω
Y (Ξ(χ⊗ σ)))
= (Hom∇Y φ)(Ξ(χ⊗ σ)),
for every vector field Y ∈ Γ(TM), χ ∈ Γ(gM) and σ ∈ Γ(VM). In consequence the co-
variant derivative Hom∇Y φ ∈ Γ(HomgM(VM, V̂ M)) and then (ζHomgM ,
Hom∇|HomgM (V M,V̂ M))
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is a vector bundle with a linear connection. It is well–known that the curvature of Hom∇ is
given by
(R
Hom∇
φ (Y1, Y2))(σ) = R
∇̂
φ(σ)(Y1, Y2) − φ(R
∇ω
σ (Y1, Y2)),
where R∇̂ and R∇
ω
are the curvatures of ∇̂ and∇ω respectively and φ ∈ Γ(Hom(VM, V̂ M)).
By the hypothesis 3 for Ξ̂ and Ξ we have that for every φ ∈ Γ(HomgM(VM, V̂ M))
(R
Hom∇
φ (Y1, Y2))(σ) = Ξ̂(R
ω ⊗ φ(σ)) − φ(Ξ(Rω ⊗ σ)) = 0,
so Hom∇|HomgM (VM,V̂ M) is flat. This tells us that there exists a parallel local mobile frame on
ζHomgM which we can extend to a parallel global frame using the parallel transport (which
is path independent since M is simply connected and the connection is flat). That implies
(ζHomgM ,
Hom∇|HomgM (VM,V̂ M)) is isomorphic to (ζ
triv,∇triv) as vector bundles with linear
connections, where ∇triv is the trivial connection on ζ triv = (M × HomgpM(VpM, V̂pM),M,
projM). In this way, let us note that
ϕ̂ : VpM −→ V̂pM, [ x , v ] 7−→ v
is a linear isomorphism such that ϕ̂ ∈ HomgpM(VpM, V̂pM). This defines a global parallel
section on (ζtriv,∇
triv) and so one can get a parallel section of (ζHomgM ,
Hom∇|HomgM (V M,V̂ M))
such that at each point it is an isomorphism and the proposition follows. 
4.9 Proposition 4.9. In general A(ζ,ω) is not surjective on objects and hence Aˆ(ζ,ω) is neither.
4.10 Remark 4.10. We claim that if we take another x˜ ∈ GM , then the representations αx˜ and
α̂x˜ are isomorphic to αx and α̂x respectively. In fact first, let us suppose that x˜ ∈ GpM , so
we know x˜ = x g for a unique g ∈ G. In this way we have
α̂x˜(ξ, αx(g, v)) = Ξp([(x˜, ξ)]⊗ α
x(g, v))
= Ξp([(x,Adg(ξ))], α
x(g, v))
= α̂x(Adg(ξ), α
x(g, v)) = αx(g, α̂x(ξ, v)),
where the last equality is because αx(g) ◦ α̂x(ξ) ◦ αx(g−1) = α̂x(Adg(ξ)) for all ξ ∈ g. That
implies
αx(g) : VpM −→ VpM
is an isomorphism of Lie algebra representations between α̂x˜ and α̂x. Since αx(g) ◦ α̂x˜ =
α̂x ◦αx(g) is again a representation of g, by the uniqueness of the representation on G (it is
simply connected) we get that αx(g) is an isomorphism of Lie groups representation between
αx˜ and αx. If we take x˜ such that πGM(x˜) = p˜ 6= p = πGM(x), since M connected, there
exists c : [0, 1] −→ M curve such that c(0) = p˜ and c(1) = p. Thus one can consider
cHx˜ : [0, 1] −→ GM the horizontal lift of c at x˜ with respect to ω. According to the last part,
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let us suppose cHx˜ (1) = x. Begin that
g⊗ V̂p˜M
idg⊗P ∇̂c (−,t)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ g⊗ V̂c(t)M
deF
−1
x˜
⊗ id
V̂p˜M
y 	 ydeF−1cH
x˜
(t)
⊗ id ̂Vc(t)M
gp˜M ⊗ V̂p˜M
P
g
∇
ω
c (−,t)⊗P
∇̂
c (−,t)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ gc(t)M ⊗ V̂c(t)M
Ξ̂p˜
y 	
yΞ̂c(t)
V̂p˜M
P ∇̂c (−,t)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ V̂c(t)M
we conclude P ∇̂c (−, t) is an isomorphism of Lie algebras representation between α̂
x˜ and α̂c
H
x˜
(t)
and by the same reason as before, one gets that P ∇̂c (−, t) is an isomorphism of Lie group
representation between αx˜ and αc
H
x˜
(t), for each t, in particular for t = 1. In this way we have
seen that every element of {A(ζ,ω)(α
x)}x∈GM is isomorphic to (ζ̂ , ∇̂) as vector bundles with
linear connections.
4.11 Theorem 4.11. Let
F : RepG −→ VBM∇
be a covariant functor with an unique extension to a covariant functor
Fˆ : GMF −→ FBMν
such that
(1) Fˆ satisfies hypotesis of Theorem
natra
3.6
(2) Let λ1 and λ2 be left G–actions induced by linear representations α1, α2 and let λ be
a left G–action on some manifold F . If Tˆ ∈ Mor
GMF(λ1 × λ, λ2), then
Fˆ( Tˆ ) : V̂1M ×M F̂M −→ V̂2M
is a vector bundle morphisms fixing elements of F̂M , where V̂iM is the total space of
Fˆ(λi) = F(αi) for i = 1, 2 and F̂M is the total space Fˆ(λ). Fˆ satsisfies a similary
statement as well, if Tˆ ∈ Mor
GMF(λ× λ1, λ2).
Then there exists a unique (except by isomorphisms) (ζ, ω) ∈ Obj(PBMG,ω) such that,
such that F is naturally isomorphic to A(ζ,ω).
Proof. The theorem follows from the proof of Theorem
natra
3.6 because of our new hypothesis
assures us that [ Fˆ(f) ] is an ismorphism of vector bundles with linear connections. 
Let us consider CFUN, the category whose objects are of all covariant functors between
RepG and VBM∇ that fulfill the hypoteses of Theorem
4.11
4.11 and whose morphisms are nat-
ural transformations that have an unique extension to a natural transformation on ĈFUN.
Our final theorem is a combination of Theorem
4.11
4.11 and
3.7
3.7:
4.12 Theorem 4.12. PBMG, ω is equivalent to CFUN.
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